Historically, TCP/IP has been the protocol suite used to transfer data throughout the Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) community. However, TCP was developed many years ago for an environment very different from the ASC Wide Area Network (WAN) of today. There have been numerous publications that hint of better performance if modifications were made to the TCP algorithms or a different protocol was used to transfer data across a high bandwidth, high delay WAN. Since Sandia National Laboratories wants to maximize the ASC WAN performance to support the Thor's Hammer supercomputer, there is strong interest in evaluating modifications to the TCP protocol and in evaluating alternatives to TCP, such as SCTP, to determine if they provide improved performance. Therefore, the goal of this project is to test, evaluate, compare, and report protocol technologies that enhance the performance of the ASC WAN.
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Background
The Advanced Simulation and Computing Program (ASC) is an activity of the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), which relies on collaboration among Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, and Sandia National Laboratories. The ASC program seeks to ensure the safety and reliability of the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile. The ASC was established in 1995 to help shift from testbased confidence to simulation-based confidence. The mission of the ASC is to analyze and predict the performance, safety, and reliability of nuclear weapons and certify their functionality [1] . The three laboratories have developed longdistance computing capabilities to share large amounts of data.
Transfer Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, commonly referred to as TCP/IP, is a set of protocols developed to allow cooperating computers to communicate and share resources across a set of interconnected networks [2] .
Network congestion occurs when a machine (computer, router, switch, etc) receives data faster than it can process. Network congestion such as this leads to dropped packets. In connection oriented protocols, such as TCP, the destination machine does not receive the dropped packet, so no acknowledgement (ACK) is sent to the sender. The sender then retransmits the lost packet to the receiver, therefore leading to more network congestion. In the late 80's, network congestion was a huge factor for several collapses to the Internet.
TCP was first standardized in 1980 and did not include any congestion control mechanisms [4] . TCP congestion control was created to allow TCP connections to recover from a lost packet. A congestion window was implemented in the control mechanism to limit the amount of outstanding data that a connection have during sending and receiving. These are known as unacknowledged packets. To avoid overflowing the buffer, TCP sets a Window Size field in each packet it transmits. This field contains the amount of data that may be transmitted into the buffer. If this number falls to zero, the remote TCP can send no more data. It must wait until buffer space becomes available and it receives a packet announcing a non-zero window size [5] .
There are several TCP congestion control algorithms used today. The three national laboratories, Sandia, Los Alamos, and Lawrence Livermore, are currently connected using a 2.5 Gbps network that allows computing resources to share large amounts of data over long distances. These circumstances create a very challenging environment that can lead to network congestion with very poor recovery performance due to their large distances apart. With this high speed, long delay network, an alternative congestion control algorithm could provide better utilization of the channel between laboratories.
The Red Storm Challenge
Since Sandia National Laboratories wants to maximize the ASC WAN performance to support the Thor's Hammer supercomputer, there is strong interest in evaluating modifications to the TCP protocol and in evaluating alternatives to TCP to determine if they provide improved performance. Therefore, the goal is to test, evaluate, compare, and report protocol technologies that enhance the performance of the ASC WAN. The alternative TCP congestion control algorithms currently being tested are called High-Speed TCP and Scalable TCP. To provoke congestion, High Speed TCP and Scalable TCP is compared to Standard TCP in a test where a client machine sends data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec. An illustration of the Red Storm Challenge is shown in Figure 1 . 
Introduction

Standard TCP
Standard TCP uses the congestion control algorithms described in RFC2581 [6] .
For definitions, equations, and extensive research on the Standard TCP control algorithm, see the SAND2003-4404 document [3] . The SAND2003-4404 document demonstrates the evaluation of the Standard TCP algorithms used such as: slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and fast recovery. A TCP connection is always using one of these four algorithms throughout the life of the connection.
Round-Trip Time (RTT)
The time required for a network communication to travel from the source (Client) to the destination (Server) and back (Client) is known as round-trip time (RTT). When a host (client) transmits a TCP packet to its peer (server), it must wait a period of time for an acknowledgment. If the reply does not come within the expected period, the packet is assumed to have been lost and the data is retransmitted. The time taken for a reply should be no more than a few milliseconds. On the Internet, sending and receiving data quickly is very important especially during long delay networks that are hundreds of miles apart. All TCP implementations will eventually drop packets and retransmit them no matter how good the quality of the connection is. The round trip time estimated from Sandia National Laboratory to Lawrence Livermore is 30ms. This is a large delay and can lead to large amounts of time waited for data lost.
Outstanding Data
For tests done on the Standard TCP connection the maximum outstanding data possible given by the bandwidth-delay product is approximately 3.75 MB. This is realized using a 30ms delay for the round-trip time (RTT). The bandwidth-delay product is the bandwidth multiplied by the delay; 1Gbps * 30ms = 30 Mbits or approximately 3.75 MBytes. The bandwidth-delay product equals the number of bytes it takes to fill the channel that you are using.
High-Speed TCP
High-Speed TCP was proposed by Sally Floyd as a sender-side alternative congestion control algorithm [4] . High-Speed TCP attempts to improve the performance of TCP connections with large congestion windows. A goal of HighSpeed TCP is to behave similarly to Standard TCP when using small congestion windows. For definitions, equations, and extensive research on the High-Speed TCP control algorithm, see the SAND2003-4404 document [3] .
Scalable TCP
Scalable TCP was proposed by Tom Kelly as another alternative sender-side congestion control algorithm [14] . The goal of Scalable TCP is to quickly recover from short congestion periods. Scalable TCP is a simple change to the traditional TCP congestion control algorithm (RFC2581), which dramatically improves TCP performance in high-speed wide area networks [13] . For definitions, equations, and extensive research on the Scalable TCP control algorithm, see the SAND2003-4404 document [3] .
Lab Experiments Test Environment
The test environment consisted of several Dell Power Edge™ 2650 servers. Each system had dual 2.8 GHz Intel® Xeon™ processors, 1GB of memory, and Intel® PRO/1000 Network Interface Cards (NICs). The systems were connected through a Foundry MG8. The operating system used in the test environment was Red Hat Linux. Separate kernels were built for each congestion control algorithm. The kernel used for Standard TCP was a standard linux-2.4.20-SingleProcessor. High-Speed TCP used a linux-2.4.19-hstcp-SingleProcessor kernel; downloaded from [10] . Scalable TCP used a linux-2.4.19-scale0.5.1-SingleProcessor kernel. The Spirent Communications Adtech AX/4000™ was used to simulate delays in the network.
The hardware used was a Spirent Communications Adtech AX/4000™. The Adtech AX/4000™ was used to simulate delays in the network. The test setup to install and evaluate replacement protocols or modifications to TCP to enhance ASC wide area network performance is provided with complete detail. There are several utility programs that need to be installed in order to create a Linux-like environment for Windows. The software programs used to test network performance, full function emulation, and plotting were:
Iperf for Linux libc 2.3
Iperf is a tool to measure maximum TCP bandwidth, allowing the tuning of various parameters and UDP characteristics. Iperf measures the maximum bandwidth by performing memory-to-memory data transfers.
Tcpdump
Tcpdump captures the headers of packets on a network interface that match a Boolean expression for later analysis. 
Xpl2gpl
Xpl2gpl is a utility that converters tcptrace-style xplot input to gnuplot input. This converter gives a nearly perfect gnuplot reproduction of the input xplot graph. 
Kernel Build Problems
There were multiple repeated errors that kept on occurring during the bootup process after building a Linux kernel to run on the Dual Processor Opteron. An attempt to boot Linux kernel versions 2.4.22, 2.4.23, 2.6.5, and 2.6.6, resulted in errors on bootup such as a getting hung up in a blank screen, couldn't find valid RAM disk image, and a VFS message. Booting the 2.4.22 kernel resulted in a kernel panic error, VFS: Unable to mount root fs. After several failed attempts it was determined that the Linux kernel versions 2.4.xx wasn't new enough to work on the Dual Processor Opteron. A build attempt for a kernel 2.6.6 was made on the Opteron since this kernel is the latest version on Linux. Booting the 2.6.6 kernel resulted in a kernel panic error, Initiating IOC0 recovery. Future work can be done on the installation of a new kernel version for the Dual Processor Opterons since it includes the features of High-Speed TCP and SCTP.
Network Setup 1
The 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps test was performed on the Foundry interconnect where a client machine sends data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec. The setup used for network testing is shown in Figure 2 . 
Tuning parameters 1
The following tuning parameters were used on both senders and receivers.
echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_timestamps echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_window_scaling echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_sack echo 8388608 > /proc/sys/net/core/wmem_max echo 8388608 > /proc/sys/net/core/rmem_max echo "4096 87380 4194304" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_rmem echo "4096 87380 4194304" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_wmem ifconfig eth3 mtu 9000 ifconfig eth3 txqueuelen 1000 #ifconfig eth2 down #rmmod ixgb #insmod ixgb #ifup eth2
The window sizes were chosen based on the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB. The following command was also run before each test was executed.
sysctl -w net.ipv4.route.flush=1
Flushing the route resets the slow start threshold (ssthresh) for all connections. This needed to be done to allow for repeatable test results. Iperf tests were used to generate test streams to measure maximum TCP bandwidth and average throughput of the system. Iperf testing was done from the Client to Server with no delay and from the Client to Server with a 30 msec delay.
Single Data Flow with no Delay (Standard TCP)
The single data flow test with no delay was run to verify that the congestion control algorithms did not affect network performance given ideal network conditions. A network diagram is shown in Figure 3 . The Adtech delay simulator is set to 0 msec (no delay), which sets a 0 msec delay into the 1 Gbps link to the Dell 2650 Iperf server. The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB.
The first test consisted of a single data flow from the 10 Gbps Iperf data client to the 1 Gbps server with no delay. The Standard TCP algorithm was used for this test to see the performance under optimal size buffer settings. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in The outstanding data plot clearly shows that with no delay for a Standard TCP connection, the buffer is hardly used as the outstanding data is approximately 300 Kbytes. The buffer used remains constant and does not reach anywhere near the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75Mbytes. The data transfer rate is constant since there were no dropped packets.
Single Data Flow with 30 msec Delay (Standard TCP)
The single data flow test with a 30 msec delay was added to the network test setup. The Adtech Delay Simulator was used to simulate this delay. A 30 msec delay was chosen to simulate the RTT from Sandia to Lawrence Livermore. A network diagram is shown in Figure 5 . The Adtech delay simulator is set to 30 msec, which sets a 30 msec delay into the 1 Gbps to the Dell 2650 Iperf server. The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5 MB.
The first test consisted of a single data flow from the 10 Gbps Iperf data client to the 1 Gbps server with a 30 msec delay. The Standard TCP algorithm was used for this test to see the performance under optimal size buffer settings. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 2 Figure 6 plots the outstanding data bytes or unacknowledged data of a Standard TCP connection and the congestion control algorithm that it uses. The outstanding data plot clearly shows that when a delay of 30 msec is added for a Standard TCP connection, the buffer is used a lot where there are peaks up to the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB. The outstanding data plot for Standard TCP shows the slow start algorithm as it ramps up until a dropped packet occurs. There are indications of packets being dropped through many instances of the transfer of data. A sequence of five dropped packets occurs during the allotted time frame of 60 seconds.
The Y-axis represents the Outstanding Data in bytes and the X-axis represents time. These graphs are for estimating the congestion window at the sender. Since this cannot be determined accurately, outstanding unacknowledged data is used as an estimate. Light blue line represents instantaneous outstanding data samples at various points in the lifetime of the connection. Yellow line tracks the average outstanding data up to that point. Pink line tracks the weighted average of outstanding data up to that point. Dark blue line tracks the window advertised by the opposite end-point, the receiving window.
Single Data Flow with no Delay (High-Speed TCP)
The same tests were done for High-Speed TCP as Standard TCP. The 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps was performed on the Foundry interconnect with a 2.4.19 kernel with High-Speed TCP patch sending 10 Gbps Iperf data to the Dell 1 Gbps server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 3 . The outstanding data plot clearly shows that with no delay for a High-Speed TCP connection, the buffer is hardly used and stays constant at approximately 300 Kbytes. The buffer used remains constant and does not reach anywhere near the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB.
Single Data Flow with 30 msec Delay (High-Speed TCP)
The single data flow test with a 30 msec delay was added to the network test setup. The RTT delay is set to 30 msec, which sets a 30 msec delay into the 1 Gbps to the Dell 2650 Iperf server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 4 The outstanding data plot clearly shows that when a delay of 30 msec is added for a High-Speed TCP connection, the buffer is used a lot and maxed out to the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB.
The example of outstanding data in Figure 7 shows that the same slow start algorithm used as Standard TCP. As the unacknowledged data ramps up to the bandwidth-delay product, it stays constant using the maximum allowable bytes to fill the channel. There are indications of packets being dropped through many instances of the transfer of data. A single drop occurs at around 11 seconds. This leads to the fast retransmit and recovery algorithms being used. A sequence of three dropped packets occurs during the allotted time frame of 60 seconds.
Single Data Flow with no Delay (Scalable TCP)
The same tests were done for Scalable TCP as Standard TCP. The 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps was performed on the Foundry interconnect with a 2.4.19 kernel with HighSpeed TCP patch sending 10 Gbps Iperf data to the Dell 1 Gbps server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 5 Figure 9 plots the outstanding data bytes or unacknowledged data of a Scalable TCP connection and the congestion control algorithm that it uses for a single tet run.
Figure 9: Outstanding Data Plot no delay for Scalable TCP
The outstanding data plot clearly shows that with no delay for a Scalable TCP connection, the buffer is hardly used. The buffer used remains constant and does not reach any where near the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB. The data transferred is constant which results in no significant large amount of dropped packets.
Single Data Flow with 30 msec Delay (Scalable TCP)
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 10 identical runs was performed in order to find the average throughput of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 6 The outstanding data plot clearly shows that when a delay of 30 msec is added for a High-Speed TCP connection, the buffer is used a lot and maxed out to the bandwidth-delay product of 3.75MB.
The example of outstanding data in Figure 9 shows that Scalable TCP quickly recovers from the short congestion periods.
As the unacknowledged data ramps up to the bandwidth-delay product, it stays constant using the maximum allowable bytes to fill the channel. There is an indication of a packet dropped through the instance of the data transfer. One dropped packet occurred during the allotted time frame of 60 seconds. A single drop occurs at around 40 seconds. The fast retransmit and recovery algorithms are clearly being used. The slope of the unacknowledged data is much steeper showing that the outstanding data recovers much faster than High-Speed and Standard TCP.
Summary of results 1
The goal was to test, evaluate, compare, and report protocol technologies that enhance the performance of the ASC WAN. The alternative TCP congestion control algorithms tested were High-Speed TCP and Scalable TCP. To provoke congestion, High Speed TCP and Scalable TCP was compared to Standard TCP in a test where a client machine sends data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec. Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 10 identical runs each was performed in order to find the average throughput and average bandwidth of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 7 
Network Setup 2
While the initial tests performed showed a significant performance improvement attributable to the alternative congestion algorithms, the test did not examine the general case of simultaneous multiple data flows and multiple host transfers. In order to be sure that these alternative algorithms were stable in these more complicated scenarios further testing was required. Simultaneous 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps tests were performed on the Foundry interconnect where two client machines sends data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec. The setup used for network testing is shown in Figure 12 . A series of parallel testing was performed from the two clients using Standard, High-Speed, and Scalable TCP kernels which indicates the number of connections to handle by the server before closing. The parallel stream numbers used when testing were 1, 2, 4, and 8. Likewise, the server was set up to receive these simultaneous connections of parallel streams for the cases of delay and no delay.
Tuning parameters 2
echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_timestamps echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_window_scaling echo 1 >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_sack echo 8388608 > /proc/sys/net/core/wmem_max echo 8388608 > /proc/sys/net/core/rmem_max echo "4096 87380 4194304" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_rmem echo "4096 87380 4194304" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_wmem ifconfig eth2 mtu 9000 ifconfig eth2 txqueuelen 1000 ifconfig eth2 down ifconfig eth3 mtu 9000 ifconfig eth3 txqueuelen 1000 ifconfig eth3 134.253. 6 The following command was also run before each test was executed.
Flushing the route resets the slow start threshold (ssthresh) for all connections. This needed to be done to allow for repeatable test results. Iperf tests were used to generate test streams to measure maximum TCP bandwidth and average throughput of the system. Iperf testing was done from the Two Clients to One Server with no delay and from the Two Clients to One Server with a 30 msec delay.
Parallel Data Flow with no Delay (Standard TCP)
The parallel data flow test with no delay was run to verify that the congestion control algorithms did not affect network performance given ideal network conditions. A network diagram is shown in Figure 13 . The RTT delay is set to 0 msec (no delay), which sets a 0 msec delay into the 1 Gbps link to the Dell 2650 Iperf server. The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a parallel data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB with parallel stream numbers of 1, 2, 4, and 8.
The first test consisted of a parallel data flow from the 10 Gbps Iperf data client to the 1 Gbps server with no delay. The Standard TCP algorithm was used for this test to see the performance under optimal size buffer settings. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in Table 8 .
Parallel Time (sec) Average Throughput (Gbytes)* Bandwidth (Mbits/sec)* Figure 14 . The RTT delay is set to 30 msec, which sets a 30 msec delay into the 1 Gbps to the Dell 2650 Iperf server. The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a parallel data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5 MB with parallel stream numbers of 1, 2, 4, and 8.
Testing consisted of parallel single data flows from the 10 Gbps Iperf data clients to the 1 Gbps server with a 30 msec delay. The Standard TCP algorithm was used for this test to see the performance under optimal size buffer settings. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in Table 9 
Parallel Data Flow with no Delay (High-Speed TCP)
Same tests were done for High-Speed TCP as Standard TCP. The 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps was performed on the Foundry interconnect sending 10 Gbps Iperf data to the Dell 1 Gbps server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a parallel data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in Table 10 . 
Parallel Data Flow with 30 msec Delay (High-Speed TCP)
The parallel data flow test with a 30 msec delay was added to the network test setup. The RTT delay is set to 30 msec, which sets a 30 msec delay into the 1 Gbps to the Dell 2650 Iperf server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in Table 11 . 
Parallel Data Flow with no Delay (Scalable TCP)
Same tests were done for Scalable TCP as High-Speed and Standard TCP. The 10 Gbps to 1 Gbps was performed on the Foundry interconnect sending 10 Gbps Iperf data to the Dell 1 Gbps server.
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a parallel data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in Table 12 .
Parallel 
Parallel Data Flow with 30 msec Delay (Scalable TCP)
The Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 5 identical runs was performed in order to find the average bandwidth and throughput of the system. The test runs for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are shown in 
Summary of results 2
The goal was to test, evaluate, compare, and report protocol technologies that enhance the performance of the ASC WAN. The alternative TCP congestion control algorithms tested were High-Speed TCP and Scalable TCP. To provoke congestion, High Speed TCP and Scalable TCP was compared to Standard TCP in a test where a two client machines sends parallel data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec. Iperf tests were run for 60 seconds using a single data stream with MTU set to 9000 bytes and a window size of 5MB. A sequence of 5 identical runs each was performed in order to find the average throughput and average bandwidth of the system. The test runs are shown in Table 14 .
Average Throughput (Gbytes)* Bandwidth (Mbits/sec) A graphical analysis of the overall performance for the algorithms tested is shown in Figures 14, 15 , and 16. The results show how Standard, High-Speed, and Scalable performed under the conditions when two clients send parallel data streams to a single server. Figure 15 shows the results for the parallel streams of 1, 2, 4, and 8. In this case, the three algorithms, Standard, High-speed, and Scalable TCP bandwidths are compared when the network is set up with no delay. The tests with no delay on bandwidth for High-Speed, Scalable, and Standard TCP varied when applying different numbers of parallel streams. Standard TCP proved to be much more significant than High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall for the cases of 1 and 2 parallel streams of data. High-Speed was the dominant protocol over Standard and Scalable for the cases of 4 and 8 parallel streams of data. The tests with a 30 msec delay on bandwidth for High-Speed, Scalable, and Standard TCP varied very similar when applying different numbers of parallel streams. Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall for all cases of parallel streams of data tested. The increase in performance is observed as the number of parallel streams is increased for each of the congestion control algorithms. The tests with a 30 msec delay on bandwidth for High-Speed, Scalable, and Standard TCP varied very similarly when applying different numbers of parallel streams. Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall for all cases of parallel streams of data tested. The increase in performance is observed as the number of parallel streams is increased for each of the congestion control algorithms. Overall, the case where two clients sending 8 parallel streams of data each to a single server performed optimally compared to the rest of the parallel streams of data.
Due to the extensive amount of data gathered for the Single Data Flow and Parallel Data Flow testing, the testing results for alternative TCP flow control algorithms are reported in separate sections of this paper.
Parallel Data Flow Conclusions
High-Speed and Scalable TCP implemented simple changes to the currently used Standard TCP congestion control algorithm while performing simultaneous connections of parallel streams for the cases of delay and no delay. These changes have a positive effect on the existing network traffic. The alternative algorithms provide higher channel utilization for the high speed, long delay environment. The tests with no delay on bandwidth for High-Speed, Scalable, and Standard TCP varied when applying different numbers of parallel streams. Testing parallel data flows from two client machines that send data at 10 Gbps to a server machine, which can only receive data at 1 Gbps over a network that has a round trip time of 30 msec, definitely showed improvement.
In the case of 1 parallel stream from both clients, High-Speed TCP proved to be much more significant than Standard TCP, while Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall. The improvement was approximately a 3 percent increase in bandwidth for High-Speed TCP, resulting in a higher performance over Standard TCP. Scalable TCP was approximately a 9 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was approximately a 12 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over Standard TCP.
In the case of 2 parallel streams from both clients, Standard TCP proved to be much more significant than High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall. The improvement was approximately a 3 percent increase in bandwidth for Standard TCP, resulting in a higher performance over High-Speed TCP. Scalable TCP was approximately a 12 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was approximately a 9 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over Standard TCP.
In the case of 4 parallel streams from both clients, Standard TCP proved to be much more significant than High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall. The improvement was approximately a 4 percent increase in bandwidth for Standard TCP, resulting in a higher performance over High-Speed TCP. Scalable TCP was approximately a 10 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was approximately a 7 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over Standard TCP.
1
In the case of 8 parallel streams from both clients, High-Speed TCP proved to be much more significant than Standard TCP, while Scalable TCP was the dominant protocol overall. The improvement was approximately a 1 percent increase in bandwidth for High-Speed TCP, resulting in a higher performance over Standard TCP. Scalable TCP was approximately a 4 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over High-Speed TCP, while Scalable TCP was approximately a 5 percent increase in bandwidth of better performance over Standard TCP.
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